Elmo Emu loves Mathematics at Prouille!

EMU EXPRESS - Term 1 Week 8

Each fortnight, there will be an Elmo Emu Challenge, a different number for Infants (K-2) and Primary (3-6) to number bust and number line activities for students to complete.

This fortnight’s Elmo Emu Challenge

This fortnight we are exploring the concept of time.

This fortnight’s challenge:

K-2: Elmo Emu ran the Cross Country race and finished in 10 minutes. What time did Elmo Emu start and what time did he finish?

3-6: Elmo Emu ran the Cross Country race and finished in 13 minutes. What time did Elmo Emu start and what time did he finish? Record your answers on a digital and analogue clock. Stage 3 might like to think about recording some of their solutions with 24 hour time!

Write down your solutions on a piece of paper and put it in the Elmo Emu Challenge Box near Student Reception. Make sure you write your name and class on your solution.

DUE WEDNESDAY 30 MARCH 2016

Number Busting Activity

Infants (K-2) number 18
Primary (3-6) number 1000

Remember number busting is when you break a number into smaller parts.

DUE WEDNESDAY 30 MARCH 2016

What’s new in Technology for Mathematics learning?

Number lines are important when learning about basic mathematical concepts such as counting, ordering and addition and subtraction. Number lines continue to be important for older students as they can use number lines to help explain their thinking and the strategies that they use to solve problems.

This app explores the different ways we can use number lines:

http://www.littlemonkeyapps.com/number_lines

DUE WEDNESDAY 30 MARCH 2016

Number Line Activity

Can you work out what the mystery number is?

0 ? 80

Write down the mystery number and explain why you chose that number. Put your solution in the Elmo Emu Challenge Box near Student Reception. Make sure you write your name and class on your solution.

DUE WEDNESDAY 30 MARCH 2016
Congratulations to the following students for their wonderful solutions to last week’s challenge and activities:

K
Amy B KLT; Matthew N KR; Millie F KR;

1
Charli M 1P; James F 1E; Luca C 1P

2
Talia N 2S; Jacob 2D; Josh 2S; Isabelle A 2S;

3
William B 3B

4
Joseph S 4F; Siena M 4F;

6
Mattia C